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Palm Outdoor Australia - Important announcement

Hi Simon

Our Tritan products are now:

Forever Reusable,

Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed.

If they break in normal use, we will

replace them or issue a credit.

We are able to offer this Forever Unbreakable Guarantee because:

Tritan is not broken down by dishwashing chemicals - unlike polycarbonate

Tritan is unbreakable in normal use

Our designs are robust

Our quality control procedures ensure consistency

Reusing and Recycling

We believe as a community we need to get back to reusing and recycling and away

from disposable products and products that cannot be recycled. 

Consumer are rightly cynical of claims made without a guarantee. It might say dishwasher

safe on the label - but for how long?

A claim without a guarantee has little meaning. 

Subject: Reuse and Recycle with Palm Outdoor Australia
From: Robert Wilson <robert.wilson@palmproducts.com.au>
Date: 21/02/2019, 12:37
To: <simon@stormforcemarine.com>
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Our Forever Guarantee is unambiguous. 

It will give consumers confidence that they will be able to Forever Reuse.

It will give retailers confidence to promote the benefits of reusable products, and to show

that they care. 

Palm Outdoor Australia is committed to being an early adopter of
effective environmental solutions

Palm become a BPA-free company in 2014 by replacing polycarbonate with Tritan.

We are the first to offer a Forever Unbreakable Guarantee (to our knowledge)

We are ready to adopt new materials as they become available. 

We will not advocate "Green-wash" solutions.

Use of Renewable materials - not yet a step forward for the
environment

Replacing products made from oil and natural gas with renewably sourced material sounds

good but the reality is more complex. 

The renewably sourced material has to be harvested, transported and converted in a

refinery into a hydrocarbon based material, using oil and natural gas and electricity.

The cost of renewably sourced material is usually higher and its life lower - requiring

 replacement sooner.

Widespread adoption will result in the diversion of large amounts of farm land and water

from food production to say the growing of bamboo - crowding out food production and

causing prices to rise. 

The pressure on land resources may result in more clearing of forests.

The conversion from organic to hydrocarbon can also release large amounts of the green-

house gases CO2 and Methane.

The outcome can be 

no saving of oil, gas or coal,
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increases in green-house gasses

higher product cost

higher food costs,

pressure to clear forests

more wasted resources and more landfill.

Compostable Products - currently a step backwards for the
environment

In our view, use of compostable plastics is a "Green-wash" solution. It sounds good but it

has a negative environmental impact

Worse, it gives the impression that habits of single-use products and excess packaging

become guilt-free and so there is no need to change. 

For composting to work, the compostable plastic needs to be 100% sorted so here is no

contamination, and then composted in a commercial facility to ensure the 70 degree

C heat and required humidity are present. Domestic composting is unlikely to have these

conditions.

Currently there are few if any commercial composting facilities that will accept compostable

plastics.

Additionally, the composting process releases green-house gasses CO2 and methane.

Recycled Products - a step forward for the environment

The use of recycled plastics holds promise but is being held back by a lack of availability

of clean uncontaminated waste. As sorting and cleaning technology improves this is likely

to change.  

We are ready to test recycled products when they become commercially available.

Melamine is already a step back for the environment
Bamboo-Melamine is a further step backward

In our view, bamboo-melamine is a "Green-wash" solution

Melamine already is a step backwards for the environment compared to conventional
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plastics.

Melamine and Bamboo-Melamine cannot be re-melted so cannot be recycled. 

They can chip and break and so can have a short life.

Melamine is usually made from natural gas

Large quantities of green-house CO2 are released during it's manufacture

Melamine moulding uses much more energy than plastic moulding.

Melamine is moulded at 345 degree C. If raw bamboo was added it would turn to ash so it

is not bamboo that is used but a modified form. 

Bamboo has all the issues discussed above regarding the crowding out of food production

and embedded energy.

What is our view of the future?

More long-life reuseable products
More products that can be recycled
More use of recycled materials

No compostable products
Renewably sourced material limited to agricultural waste and to niche products. 

Why Palm Outdoor Australia
Beautiful, functional and sustainable products

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed

100% recyclable

Made in Australia under strict quality control

Personal service

Strong value proposition

Marc Newson Collection
The world's finest marine drinkware

Beautiful - Red Dot Design Award winner

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable guaranteed

100% recyclable

Made from BPA-free Tritan

Non-slip Base in 6 colours

Compact and stable
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Individual Packs - 12 per outer - or Bulk Packs of 24 - no labels, individually bagged.

Discount for bulk-packs

Marc Newson Charter
Longer life for lower cost

Beautiful and functional for satisfied

customers
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The translucent white top hides scouring marks yet allows the contents to be visible

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable guaranteed

100% recyclable

Hiking Tritan Collection
Unbreakable, light-weight, long-lasting, low cost

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable guaranteed

100% recyclable

All stack securely onto a ledge

Available in bulk packs of 24 and multi-packs of 4 tumblers and 2 wine and flutes.   
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Palm Alfresco Tritan
Classic, functional, value

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed

100% recyclable

.

Australia's favourite unbreakable range

Available in styrene for 2/3 the cost of Tritan

Packs of 2 available.
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Club Tritan Drinkware - New
Certified 425ml and 285ml Beer

260ml Wine with 150ml mark, 180ml Flute

Beautiful classic designs with a contemporary feel

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed

100% recyclable

Available in Styrene for 2/3 the cost of Tritan

Fine drinking rims
Stable - Modest height and Wide base
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Substantial drinking rim
Nucleated feature in base
Solid feel with weighted base

Palm Caffe Cup
No other reuseable cup gives a more authentic experience

Good Design Award Winner - Chicago 2018

Beautiful and uniquely functional

Sip as you would from a cup so you can drink your coffee hot 

Smell the aroma as you would from a cup

Ceramic-like materials gives the mouth feel of a cup - no more soft materials

100% taste and 100% aroma - taint and odour free materials
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Unique windows to connect with the coffee and to judge its level  

Compact and stable with a non-slip base 

Leak-proof

Easy to clean - dishwasher safe

Microwave safe

Help win the "War on waste"

Ingenious

US Patent granted for triple wall construction - a world first

US Design patent granted on butterfly lid - another world first

Only 3 parts

Palm Sorona Plate and Bowl
Collection
A superior alternative to melamine

Red Dot Award Winner 2016

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable

guaranteed
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Non-slip base in 4 colours

Microwave safe for reheating

Bone-china finish

Made from 35% renewably sourced DuPont Sorona (from corn waste)

100% recyclable

Gift pack of 12 - 4 of each

Palm Tritan Jug - 1.3l
Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed

100% recyclable

Compact size - 115mm diameter x 210mm high

Lid rotates easily to close
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Salad Bowl - 250mm x 120mm high
Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed

100% recyclable

Ideal shape and size for tossing a salad

Lid is virtually air-tight - lifts off with one hand

Can be purchased with or without lid

Serving Platter 400mm x 260mm
Beautiful shape

Budget price
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Child Tritan Stacking
Classic Stacking Tumbler 300ml and

Stacking Bowl 140mm x 60mm

Forever reusable, Forever Unbreakable Guaranteed

100% recyclable

Palm Outdoor on Croatian Television - for some light relief

Control-Click on the screen to see hrt's news story on ICE 2018 - the coverage starts

at 10.25 minutes from the start, Palm's segment starts at 11.40. It features a failed

attempt to smash a Marc Newson wine glass!

Palm Outdoor Australia is a BPA-free company
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Polycarbonate contains BPA

Polycarbonate always goes grey after repeated dishwashing and will crack eventually

Tritan is BPA-free and will not go grey and will not crack

Print a logo
Automotive quality in-house 2-colour pad printing facility can print a logo quickly and

economically

About Palm Outdoor Australia
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Palm Outdoor Australia is a design and technology led company

Owner Robert Wilson is an engineer at heart. He leads a team dedicated to supplying our

customers with the best possible products at Asian competitive costs in a sustainable way.

Every day we try and improve.

All products are made in our state-of-the-art automated facility in Melbourne Australia.

Our origins are in the automotive industry making components like clear instrument

lenses for Toyota and complex electronic housings for Bosch. We currently

export automotive parts to Asia, Europe, Africa and South America.

Our relatively small size and vertical integration helps us to be flexible and low-cost and to

offer personalized service

Our success can be measured by the winning of multiple Red Dot awards and through our

ability to export to 29 countries
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Our mailing address is:

Palm Products

704 South Road

Moorabbin, Vic 3189

Australia

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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